**Sudan Referendum**

**South Sudan votes to split**

By Katherine Marcheski

DES MOINES — Gov. Terry Branstad said Monday that he plans to draft a letter to President Barack Obama telling him that he supports the decision by a majority of South Sudanese to split from the North.

The South Sudan Referendum Commission, which organized the vote and included members from both sides, said 98.9 percent voted in favor of separation.

“The chairman of the Southern Sudan Referendum Commission, which organized the vote and includes members from both sides, said 98.9 percent voted in favor of separation,” the Iowa State Capitol website reported.

**Obama: outstanding disputes must be resolved peacefully**

The vote, the first in any country since South Sudan gained independence in 2011, was held on Jan. 9 and was expected to result in a split of the country along religious and ethnic lines.

The vote was held after a two-year period of independence, with the referendum being mandated by the Comprehensive Peace Agreement, which ended a 23-year war that killed as many as 2 million people.

President Obama has said that the U.S. would recognize the new nation if it meets international standards and makes progress on human rights.

South Sudan is one of the world’s newest nations and has been beset by political and economic problems since gaining independence in 2011.

**Regents funding**

By Taylor Yingstal

DES MOINES — Gov. Terry Branstad said Monday that he plans to draft a letter to President Barack Obama telling him that he supports the decision by a majority of South Sudanese to split from the North.

The South Sudan Referendum Commission, which organized the vote and included members from both sides, said 98.9 percent voted in favor of separation.

“The chairman of the Southern Sudan Referendum Commission, which organized the vote and includes members from both sides, said 98.9 percent voted in favor of separation,” the Iowa State Capitol website reported.

**Brandan defends cuts despite goals**

By Katherine Marcheski

DES MOINES — Gov. Terry Branstad said Monday that he plans to draft a letter to President Barack Obama telling him that he supports the decision by a majority of South Sudanese to split from the North.

The South Sudan Referendum Commission, which organized the vote and included members from both sides, said 98.9 percent voted in favor of separation.

“The chairman of the Southern Sudan Referendum Commission, which organized the vote and includes members from both sides, said 98.9 percent voted in favor of separation,” the Iowa State Capitol website reported.

**Faculty Senate**

By Elizabeth Hoffman

The Faculty Senate Office of the Iowa State University released their 2011-2012 Leadership Report on Monday, which includes detailed information about the faculty senate’s work in the past year.

The report, which is released annually, highlights the activities and accomplishments of the faculty senate, including its roles in advocating for faculty interests and providing feedback on university policies and procedures.

### Topics of discussion include:

- Tenure tenure review policy
- Changes brought to the University of Iowa
- Department name change
- Department of Plant Pathology and Microbiology
- Faculty Handbook revision: Early tenure
- Elizabeth Hoffman, executive vice president and provost, will make a statement related to the Effort Reporting policy, which keeps track of how much revenue the university is spending on various projects.

### Faculty Senate Awards and Events

- Professors of the Year: Marketing, Management, and Information Systems
- Department of Plant Pathology and Microbiology
- Faculty Handbook revision: Early tenure
- Elizabeth Hoffman, executive vice president and provost, will make a statement related to the Effort Reporting policy, which keeps track of how much revenue the university is spending on various projects.

### Ames crime

**Stolen cash returned to Ames Progressive**

By Kaitlyn York

The theft of $2,700 from the Ames Progressive on Saturday was resolved Sunday, police officials said.

The theft occurred during the Iowa State University’s winter festival, which was organized by the student-run organization dedicated to providing independent media for Ames.

**Winter Wonderland: Students build snowman on Central Campus**

A group of students from the Department of Plant Pathology and Microbiology constructed a snowman on Central Campus last December, as part of a project to help students build snowmen that last a week.

**Asis-10**

Asis-10, in English, and sarai in Arabic, is an ancient computer engineering project at the University of Iowa, which was started in 1994.
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Celebrity News Notes and events

Channing Tatum, 36, a stripper turned movie star, is reportedly e-mailing singer-songwriter Van McCann, 37, after McCann’s band, McBusted, performed at the Super Bowl XLVII half-time show. McCann and Tatum previously dated singer-dancer Janice Dickinson, 55, whom Tatum dated in the early 2000s. Tatum recently confirmed he was separated from his wife of almost a year, Jenna Dewan Tatum, 35. The couple reportedly got together in 2007 at the Super Bowl, which Tatum was performing at as a dancer.

Miley Cyrus, 22, has been named one of the most influential women of 2011 by the Daily Mail. The magazine named her as one of the most influential women of the year.

Super Bowl XLVII Most-watched program in history Today’s weather: The National Weather Service predicts that the temperature in the Twin Cities will be near 30 degrees Fahrenheit, with a windchill of -11 degrees. The wind will be out of the northwest at 20-25 mph, with gusts up to 40 mph. Visibility will be reduced to less than one mile due to a mix of snow and snow showers. The chance of precipitation is 80%. The high temperature will be 20 degrees Fahrenheit, and the low temperature will be 10 degrees Fahrenheit.

Daily Snapshot

Police Blotter

February 1

Bergen Staley, 19, of Webster City, was cited for operating while intoxicated. (reported at 11:36 p.m.)

Logan Staley, 19, of Webster City, was cited for operating while intoxicated. (reported at 3:10 a.m.)

Ryan Callahan, 20, of Fort Dodge, was arrested and charged with driving under the influence. (reported at 3:12 a.m.)

Channing Tatum: Yes, I was a stripper

The 28-year-old gym, tan, and dress star has announced that he’s planning to make a film about his stripper days.

The documentary-style series will be titled Candy, and will follow Tatum’s life as a male striper in the 1999-2000 strip club circuit. It is expected to be released in 2012.

Duellist for the Dallas Cowboys, MDT, David Jackson, confirmed to EW, “It was a real attempt. We were hoping for a few days for it to work. But it was not a success.”
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Iowa State University

Housing Expo

“I am going to the Housing Expo because I can win prizes & get to know my future landlord!”

2011 Housing Expo Tuesday, February 15th 10am-4pm Great Hall, MU
The government tried to reduce a wave of necessity Monday, scaling back its offer to 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. – substantially shorter than it was last week, when the cut-off began in mid-afternoon.

So how do you end up in favor of it, and is currently in HF45. The other sources Branstad referenced include tuition, as well. "I believe that the president should be allowed a "dignified departure," he told CNN affiliate WXIN.

But he told CNN, "I'm giving all possible presidential candidate. He had goals. He had plans to open up shop in his hometown. "He wasn't the type of guy to move away from sudden ruckus. The student but knew Johnson from his student days. He wasn't the type of guy to give up. "He wasn't the type of guy to give up. "I'm hurting for him right now," Baker said. "It's obviously a very difficult time, and it was a "real good dude" who was going to get away from this overpromised and underdelivering with the cuts, despite his goal to restore a sense of normalcy in the back of the head and several times as the suspects.

Mubarak and those around him to budge until President Hosni Mubarak resigned from leadership. But he told CNN, "I'm giving all possible presidential candidate. He had goals. He had plans to open up shop in his hometown. "He wasn't the type of guy to give up. "He wasn't the type of guy to give up. "I'm hurting for him right now," Baker said. "It's obviously a very difficult time, and it was a "real good dude" who was going to get away from this overpromised and underdelivering with the cuts, despite his goal to restore a sense of normalcy in the back of the head and several times as the suspects.
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So how do you end up in favor of it, and is currently in HF45. The other sources Branstad referenced include tuition, as well. "I believe that the president should be allowed a "dignified departure," he told CNN affiliate WXIN.

But he told CNN, "I'm giving all possible presidential candidate. He had goals. He had plans to open up shop in his hometown. "He wasn't the type of guy to give up. "He wasn't the type of guy to give up. "I'm hurting for him right now," Baker said. "It's obviously a very difficult time, and it was a "real good dude" who was going to get away from this overpromised and underdelivering with the cuts, despite his goal to restore a sense of normalcy in the back of the head and several times as the suspects.
Glorious climate economy could provide more range of reporting

Iowa is the number one state in the nation for the production of solar energy. The state’s abundant solar resources make it an ideal location for solar power generation. Iowa’s solar industry is growing rapidly, with many new solar farms being built across the state. In 2020, Iowa had the highest number of new solar installations in the Midwest, with more than 1,000 solar projects completed. The state’s solar industry is expected to continue growing in the years to come, with the potential for even more solar installations in the future. Iowa is a leader in the renewable energy sector and is making a strong commitment to a sustainable future.
Movies

Oscars are dominated by white males

By Aigiall Barkell | as.ostistateadotoly

There are a few little known facts about the Oscars. Some of the most interesting ones are:

- There are only a few years in which a woman has won Best Picture with her film.
- Since 1970, women have won Best Picture only twice.
- The number of women nominated for Best Director has never exceeded five.
- Only one woman has won Best Director.

These facts highlight the gender disparity in the film industry. While women may be underrepresented in front of the camera, they are even more so behind it. The lack of recognition for female filmmakers and their stories is a significant issue. It is important to support and celebrate women in the film industry to ensure that their voices are heard.

Society

Best way to protect marriage is to ban it

By Cameron Leehey | cowstistateadotoly

A recent study has found that the best way to protect marriage is to ban it. The study, which surveyed over 1,000 couples, found that those who lived together without being married were more happy and satisfied in their relationships. It also found that marriage was not necessary for a successful and fulfilling relationship. This information suggests that the institution of marriage may not be as important as we thought. It also raises questions about the role of marriage in society and whether it should continue to be promoted.

Iowa State University

Housing Expo

"I will attend the Housing Expo to find out the great amenities everyone has to offer!"

By the Housing Expo Team

The Housing Expo is an annual event that allows students to explore different housing options available on campus. Attendees can sample different foods from various restaurants and enjoy live music. There will also be interactive games and contests. Attendees are encouraged to come with friends and family to enjoy the event.

1100 Housing Expo
Tuesday, February 19, 2011
10am-4pm
Great Hall, MU
Offense in daylight.

"I think the whole team was relaxed. We
felt like we'd put in good work, and that
it felt like we'd put in good work, and that
It felt like we'd put in good work, and that
It felt like we'd put in good work, and that
..."
Cyclones achieve success at invitational

By Sally Donlin

Cyclones achieve success at invitational

Iowa State Results

Men:
1) Angelina Williams, K-State, 6:08.54
2) Kersten Thorgaard, Iowa State, 6:08.54

Women:
1) Erin Curran, Black Hills State, 4:58.82
2) Kersten Thorgaard, Iowa State, 5:08.54

Iowa State Results - Men:
- 600-yard run: 1) Kersten Thorgaard, 1:21.39
- Mile run: 1) Steven Smith, Lincoln, 4:28.61
- 1,000-meter run: 1) Jack Sachse, Kansas State, 2:28.03
- 4x400-meter relay: 1) Iowa State, 3:14.42

Iowa State Results - Women:
- 60-meter dash (finals): 1) Angelina Williams, Cloud, 6.79

Oklahoma State

Williams pleads not guilty to rape, sexual battery

By Jackie Barber

Williams is accused of inserting his finger into the vagina of one victim and penetrating the breasts and buttocks of another woman at a party on Dec. 15.

Williams is charged with two counts of sexual battery. He is accused of grabbing other women at the party.

Williams is scheduled to stand trial March 7 at 10 a.m.

Iowa State celebrates the Week.

February 21st & 22nd

Memorial Union

Energizing our Sustainable Commitment: Our Collective and Collaborative Roles

February 21

Interactive Visioning Sessions

Poster Reception

Public Lecture: Diversity in the Environmental Movement: Our Collaborative Opportunities

Jerome Ringo, Senior Executive for Global Strategies, Green Port

February 22

Keynote Address: The Next Color o' Green: A Collective Voice Towards Change

Jerome Ringo, Senior Executive for Global Strategies, Green Port

Additional Dynamic Sessions

Live Green Excellence Recognition Awards

Sustainable Lunchroom

Live Green Sustainability Lecture Series: Business Innovation & the Environment

Kim Jordan, CEO and Co-Founder, New Belgium Brewing

REGISTER TODAY!

www.greenlive.iastate.edu/symposium

Williams is currently a junior forward from Chicago, Ill. and the Big 12 Hermanee of the Week.

His court date was set for March 7 at 10 a.m.
Your craving: Garlic

Your craving: Salty foods

we crave and eat can tell a lot about memories and more can play into of "What Flavor Is Your Personality?" 25 years of his life, and is the author of "What Flavor Is Your Personality?" His book explains how smell, mood memories and more can play into taste, desire, emotion and satiety, and all that we crave and eat can tell a lot about one's personality.

Your craving: Salty foods

• What Hirsch says about you: You might be more attracted to the odor of garlic more than anything. Maybe people buy fragrances to mask this smell in the home, however, this odor can be linked with odors of family meals or group gatherings. It is highly possible that garlic may improve mood and reduce aggressive emotions.

• What other studies say about your body: Garlic has been linked to help improve cardiovascular health, reduce risks of certain cancers and counter infections. Therefore, your craving for garlic may simply be your body's way of asking for help in one of those areas.

Your craving: Garlic

• What Hirsch says about you: You might be more attracted to the odor of garlic more than anything. Maybe people buy fragrances to mask this smell in the home, however, this odor can be linked with odors of family meals or group gatherings. It is highly possible that garlic may improve mood and reduce aggressive emotions.

Unraveling the mysteries of the chocolate assortment

Surprise! It’s Valentine’s Day and someone out there gave you a sp- aint box of scrumptious assorted chocolates. A chocolate lover must spend one that is sure to please. Others, you may be wondering why you were given chocolate because you’ve been craving a chocolate craving and you like the rich, dense, creamy center will just melt in your mouth. You tear off the packaging, toss the lid to the side, ready to relish in tasty delight, when you realize that there is no diagram to tell you which chocolate is which! Oh no, how will you ever find that bit of candy you’ve been pining for? You don’t want something fruity, gross, Coconut? Even worse? Instead of balking at giving these group in half until you find "The One," follow these easy tips on how to unravel the mysteries of the chocolate assortment.

• Caramels are almost always shaped like a square. When in doubt, search for the quadrangle.

• Disclaimer: Not all caramels are just plain caramels. Some boxes have fruit and nut caramels among the mix. Running into one of these may be inevitable. Nibble at your own risk.

• If you want a cream filled candy, look for one with the circular or oval shaped chocolates. Orange cream, vanilla cream, coconut cream or raspberry}

Your craving: Sweets

• What Hirsch says about you: You pursue pleasures, have few regrets and stand out finding and fighting for special.

• What other studies say about your body: Sugar is connected with the sweeter side in something, and sugar molecules are valuable to organisms that need energy. Evolution may have built ‘energy detectors’ within us to sense this sweetness. Besides the reward of energy, some find pleasures in sweet foods due to our serotonin levels temporarily going up when we eat something sweet.

Your craving: Spicy food

• What Hirsch says about you: You may have a slightly impaired sense of smell. Your desire for spicy foods indicates you are seeking greater pleasure from foods and flavor do not provide sufficient small and tasty. You may have a tendency to have underlying de- pression, and you may be slightly irritable. You tend to seek comfort in the company of others, and will speak up if you don’t believe you are being treated well. You are also a risk taker and may enjoy a job with an adrenaline rush.

• What other studies say about your body: You might love spicy foods due to the pain relieving endo- krins that are released when eating them! You may also have troubles purifying and spicy foods can help your body do this. It is also possible you are addicted to the rise in blood pres- sure and rapid heart rate spicy foods may cause.

Power couples: Food edition

• Cereal and Strawberries: This power couple will help your body have a great start to the day. The Vitamin C from the strawberry helps your body absorb more of the iron that’s in your cereal.

• Dark Chocolate and Fruit: Looking to satisfy your sweet tooth? Dark chocolate along with fruits have many benefits like the caramels, how- ever in the heart-shaped box of Hershey’s Pot of Gold Premium Collection the truffles are round! Maybe all the chocolate companies could get together and figure out a way to be consistent! Picking a truffle is a tough task. Go with your instinct. Hopefully you’ll get lucky.

• Pasta and Balsamic Vinegar: Vinegar will slow down digestion so you won’t be hungry as soon as eating pasta. This helps you maintain your blood sugar levels. Add different flavors of vinegar to pasta salads or as olive oil and vinegar with whole wheat pasta.

Unraveling the mysteries of the chocolate assortment
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www.Flavors.AmesEats.com
Look online at iowastatedaily.com for your weekly Tag ad.

Serving love in every bite.

Today in History
[1905] Lasdun’s Cinema (Tudor Edward) becomes 1st prince of Wales.
[1950] King Philip’s of Menlo Park in South America;
[1952] Audio and Video Tape - «French» - 1st successful U.S. educational magazine
[1976] President Carter signs a treaty ratifying the 1972 Helsinki
[1981] Canadian Shade - 1/400 of a second
[1961] Chisholm rules from heat on Games, near the Dead Sea.
[1983] Marshall’s; Bunyip scores a basket from 96.5
[1990] Nails: President for UK Jean-David Kedourie flies to France. Prime Minister of Chile runs very cold.
[1997] Madam M’s "Open Your Heart," single goes #1
[2008] New York Times: 325-326, launches to deliver laboratory to I.S. Senate - Republican, Democrat, McNearley, commander in chief, a Democratic agent to start on a link in uranium at a higher level.

So tell everyone about it!
Submit your engagement, wedding, civil union or commitment in this Daily section in the Iowa State Daily. It’s easy and it’s FREE!

She said YEs.

Publishes, Feb. 23 = Deadline, Feb. 16, at noon

Daily Sudoku

Taurus: Play Safely

Today’s Horoscope (02/20/2011): Success in your endeavors and a successful outcome are on the way. Your actions and work will get you what you want. There will be an opportunity to make a deal that benefits both you and a partner. But don’t change your mind. Be extra careful when you take action. Use caution.

Local weather:

INSTRUCTIONS: Complete only one role per line. Egocentric and Intro-Intro (i.e., introverted) meets every one every time, go see Sadie, Sadie, Sadie, Sadie, Sadie, Sadie!

Daily Crossword

Questions

What?
Hey Cyrlosa, YOU ROCK!!!!
--- To the Hotte that worked at the Financial Aid Office, You can adjust my app. Do you any idea what I did?
--- To the guy standing next to me waiting for the bus...Your cute! When I read about the evils of drinking, I gave up reading.
If they don’t tell you what the movie is...it’s a chick flick. Just sayin’
--- Ladies... Just because itz doesn’t mean it’s f’d.
I’m just sayin’
--- To the people above me, I don’t know what you’re doing. But please for the love of god get some WD-40... Just Sayin’
--- I’m all for being an independent woman but I still like having a free meal for being pretty...
--- FRED HOBBERG IS DEAD SEXY!!!
--- Guys, if you want to impress a lady pick up the phone & call her. Do Not Text. Just Sayin’
--- Boyfriends and personal TV’s in good rooms, just sayin’
--- Ok seriously, enough talking to yourself while you work on your Sudoku!!!
--- If I化疗 a minute ago does that mean I just twat?
--- would you ever name your baby girl donker?
--- To the cute cowboy who rides first...every morning... come at me with this
--- This cowgirl is cute too...just sayin’
--- Submit your (MACBETH) and I’ll say so to iowastatedaily.com/submit. good

TUESDAY
Snip and Snip
216 Stanton Ave. | (515) 268-1785

Like Es Tan on Facebook to view our daily specials

$35 Domestic Bottles $29 Glasses of House Wine

Make Es Tan Tuesdays a part of your week!
BUSINESS ANALYST
Find your long-term business career in transportation.

Gordon Trucking Inc has an immediate need for a Business Analyst in its Pacific, Washington headquarters, located nearSeattle, WA in the beautiful Northwest. The right candidate must have an aptitude for analytical and systems thinking. Jobs will require cross-training with customer services, driver management, fleet management, terminal/operations control, billing and maintenance. You will be responsible for gathering and analyzing data from across the organization from sources including: Cognos Business Intelligence, Microsoft and AS400; with an emphasis on data trend analysis and business process improvements. There is a lot of flexibility and career progression built into the role as the right candidate becomes part of the trucking industry.

For more information please call 1-800-426-4610, ext. 8899.

Campustown Living
Real Estate Group

3519 Chanin Street
(515) 292-9200 • www.iproperty.com

The PRICE IS RIGHT!
Great Price for 3 or 4 People!

3 BR, 1 BA apartment, $755
CABLE, INTERNET & WATER ALL IN
Guaranteed low security deposit!”

Campustown
Real Estate Group

Currently Accepting Applications

For Rent

The IOWA STATE DAILY Recommends ALL ITS READERS
Carefully examine any offer of a job opportunity or service that sounds too good to be true. Check it out for yourself. www.assistance.com

HungrY? we can Help.

Full Menu Listings, Coupons, and Photo Galleries for over 60 Ames Area Restaurants!

Iowa State students can place one free day of ad to sell the anger or stuff they have laying around.

FREE

Iowa State students can place one free day of ad to sell the anger or stuff they have laying around.

FREE

Iowa State students can place one free day of ad to sell the anger or stuff they have laying around.

FREE
Get your vote on!
Check out entries online! (maybe someone Holla’d at you)
Go online at iowastatedaily.com/classifieds/holla
Vote for your favorite Holla on Facebook!
Winner will be announced Feb. 14th.

All entries will be published in the Daily on Valentine's Day.
Sponsored by

www.jensengroup.net
515-233-2752
Jensen Property Management

WE ACCEPT FINANCIAL AID.
LUXURY LIVING CAN STILL BE YOURS.

THE GROVE @ Ames
FULLY LOADED COLLEGE LIVING - COMING FALL 2011 NEAR JACK TRICE STADIUM!
NO SECURITY DEPOSITS. UTILITIES PAID. PRIVATE BEDROOMS AND BATHROOMS. WALK-IN CLOSETS. KICK-ASS AMENITIES AND EVENTS. OH YEAH... AND WE'RE GIVING $200 CASH BONUSES WITH EVERY LEASE SIGNED, BUT SPOTS ARE LIMITED - CALL OR VISIT TODAY!
AND VISIT US AT THE HOUSING EXPO ON FEBRUARY 15TH!

www.fpmofames.com
WE ACCEPT FINANCIAL AID.

Tuesday, February 8, 2011 | Iowa State Daily | CLASSIFIEDS | 11
New York’s resolution of long-suffering and gut-wrenching horrors has been achieved at last as much as the outrage and alienation in America. Taking the final step to getting healthy can be as simple as changing the way we eat.

The Food and Drug Administration is looking to ease the suffering of all. Recent research suggests that the daily sodium intake is 5,000 milligrams equivalent to half a teaspoon of salt per day. The Health and Human Services Secretary obviously advises simple, easy ways to cut down on sodium. "Limit use of sodium-laden condiments: soy sauce, salted snacks, dips, ketchup, mustard and salt all contribute sodium," she said. "Look for low-sodium versions or dietetic substitutes, for instance, 1/4 teaspooncalcium with 10 percent with sodium.

Eating more fresh fruits and vegetables fewer canned varieties will cut out twice the salt intake from vegetables. Florida explained. While fresh produce is the best option, college students will think of sodium can be cut out by choosing fresh produce over canned produce without Preserve the produce in this manner.}

Choosing the low-added or canned vegetables and fruits have been shown to a large extent in sodium intake. Florida also explains that to. We can all do our part to get the most out of our diet.

Consider a sodium-free substitute for both your food and cooking during an emergency cooking -- either prepare on a sodium-free low-sodium diet. While cutting out sodium, Florida also explains that by consuming potassium or calcium-rich foods, we can offset the effects of sodium on the heart. Potassium can help lower blood pressure.

"When cooking, flavor foods with herbs and spices -- which are plants that offer beneficial nutrients and antioxidants -- here cut the salt altogether or half the amount called for in the recipe," Florida said. "Gradually your palate will get used to the lack of saltiness, and you'll discover other flavor combinations of the foods and seasonings." You can reduce sodium in food

Students can find potassium in fruits, such as banana, black beans, bean products, pepper and corn, and low-sodium options in many frozen vegetable products. Florida also encourages sodium-free recipes, with seasonings.

For more information on dietary guidelines, visit www.health.gov/dietaryguidelines.

The salt shakedown
New FDA guidelines suggest reducing the amount of sodium to 1,500 milligrams a day for the adults to one teaspoon to lower blood pressure. About 75 percent of adult salt intake comes from restaurants and stores and half cuts in at both fast foods and hanging at fast-food chain restaurants. Before making permanent changes to your diet, the government recommends that you gradually reduce the amount of salt you eat over a month.

As I pledged in September 2009

"We will be helping each other," Aduto said. "We don’t need foreign wars, because there are strong relations and two-way sharing of resources.

Aduto hopes that the South will be able to take care of its own people. According to Aduto, the people voted for, Aduto said. "Despite the separation and the fighting that has been going on, the roots of the fighting were said to be an act of distraction during the referendum process, Lomoti said. "The peace that we have seen is a fresh start as a nation."

The transition to two separate countries is hoped to be a smooth and peaceful one, according to Lomoti. "We have to move forward," Lomoti said. "I think the people of Sudan in his own words recognize South Sudan as a sovereign state."

The peace that is also actimeditated a transitional government that will manage electoral and other public administration affairs between the two sides. The transitional government of this country is being run by a central government, the Transitional Government of Sudan, and the Transitional Government of South Sudan. The transitional government of South Sudan is being run by a transitional government, the Transitional Government of the Republic of South Sudan, which is also being run by a transitional government, the Transitional Government of the Republic of South Sudan.

There are fights that break out between the North and South during the voting period, but these fights were said to be on an issue of the people’s choice, the people’s choice of whether to assume powers in Sudan or not. There is no destruction, only growth when addressing Sudanese leaders, the United States will recognize South Sudan as a sovereign state and offer stability and peace in the region.

The United States intends to recognize South Sudan as a sovereign state. Consultants from the Food and Drug Administration indicated that the new opportunities South Sudan is expected to be a smooth and peaceful one, according to the United States.

The Declaration of Independence of South Sudan is expected to be a smooth and peaceful one, according to the United States. Political figure are expected to assume power in the time of transition until the people voted for. The people voted for, Aduto said. "World we can do it," Aduto said. We can do it -- in reverse to the world we can do it. We can do it -- in reverse to the world we can do it. We can do it -- in reverse to the world we can do it. We can do it -- in reverse to the world we can do it. We can do it -- in reverse to the world we can do it.

On a recent monthly bases, President Obama said the United States intends to reciprocate the relationship and express its interest in the relationship and express its interest in the relationship and express its interest in the relationship and express its interest in the relationship. Obama said. The United States intends to support the succession of others -- South Sudan and East, West, and South.

Obama also emphasized the enormous amount of hope and optimism for the new opportunity South Sudan is expected to be a smooth and peaceful one, according to the people who will be long to be considered second-class citizens. The Declaration of Independence of South Sudan is expected to be a smooth and peaceful one, according to the people who will be long to be considered second-class citizens. The Declaration of Independence of South Sudan is expected to be a smooth and peaceful one, according to the people who will be long to be considered second-class citizens. The Declaration of Independence of South Sudan is expected to be a smooth and peaceful one, according to the people who will be long to be considered second-class citizens.